
July 22,

Mr* fialph £• Flanders, President ,
Jones & Lams on Machine Co.,
Springfield, Vermont*

Dear Balph:

Your letter of July 17 in regard to our interrupted con-
versation at luncheon while I was in Boston suggests to ae that I
either failed entirely to make my viewpoint olear to you or that
you are laboring under a misconception as to the objectives of the
Messrs. Hans en and Graer* the fact is that I see eye to eye with
them.

With the general import of your paragraphs 1, 2 and k, I
have no quarrel. I have undertaken to say publicly what in sub-
stance you say about the importance of private enterprise, and I
enclose a copy of a speech Bade as long ago as December 1, 1938 » i&
which I went out of ay way to emphasise these basic fundamentals.
I have marked some portions of this and would very much appreciate
it if you would glance it over lest there be any doubt in your Bind
as to the premises, which perhaps X am too often inclined to take
for granted or rather to assume In discussions that there is no dis-
agreement as to these fundamentals*

She question of risk-taking by large rather than saall
corporations seems to me to be a separate and subordinate subject,
important though it is, but one that does not bear on the merits
of the major controversy over the role the Government should play
in the economic field* Manifestly, tax laws and other conditions
should be so adjusted as to call forth venture capital wherever
possible whether by large or small units*

As to your paragraph 3# this is largely a matter of opinion,
but I am doubtful whether there is BO re of the pioneer spirit in
eastern business than in western business* My own view would be that
it took quite as much, if not more, enterprise and imagination to
open up the West with all its vast natural resources, particularly
in the mining industry, as it did to launch the Bast on its in-
dustrial career* That modern generations have profited from the ex-
perience of the older ones, both in the East and the West, is doubt-
less true* Certainly it should be true if we are capable of learning
by experience*
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Actually this subject opens up a large field of discussion
in regard to the debtor-creditor areas. I will not burden you with
my thoughts along this line in a letter, but I do want to say that
if there are any differences between us with reference to returns on
venture capital, they must be of degree and not of principle*

Finally, let me say that I quoted an article by Harold Laski
because of its penetrating analysis, rather than criticism, of the
difficulties of Churchill*8 position as a leader reluctantly accepted
by the Tories* My point was that there is in England, as I strongly
feel there is in this as in other countries, a tremendous ground swell
of mass opinion deiaanding satisfaction of material wants and needs. I
feel very strongly that these needs must be set* That, in fact, they
can be met without abandonment of our economic or political system —
but they cannot be met without adaptation of this system to modern con-
ditions* I am, therefore, impatient with those business and other
leaders who seem to me to be blind to the insistent demands of the
times* I have never counted you among the blind men — quite the con-
trary* Hothing would give me greater satisfaction than to see an in-
telligent Tory Party in the United States.

X have cited frequently over the years an observation to the
effect that conservatives in this country should first decide what it
is they want to conserve and then not only accept but advocate and pro-
mote measures, however liberal or even radical they may be, that will
accomplish the purpose* What has so characteristically frustrated men
of liberal thought and tendencies throughout history, it seems to me,
is their unfortunate habit of falling out among themselves over rela-
tively minor details* Whereas it is characteristic of the reactionaries
that they present a solid, united front in defense of the status quo*

Sincerely yours,
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